TARGETING THE ECONOMIC HEALTH
MODULE

ECONOMIC STATECRAFT PROGRAM

GENERAL INFORMATION

DESCRIPTION
This module focuses on the ways in which a state may target the health of another state’s economy to pursue strategic ends. The module is divided into two weeks. Week 1 discusses the bolstering logic of economic statecraft: the ways in which states may conduct economic statecraft so that the health of the target state’s economy is improved. A state is likely to intentionally engage in this sort of economic statecraft with allies, but these types of bolstering effects could also be unintended consequences of beneficial economic exchange with rivals. Week two discusses the causal logic of corrosion, whereby states undermine or limit the economic health of target states. Each week contains theoretical discussions of the two causal logics, as well as an emphasis on historical and contemporary illustrations. The module will provide students with the necessary tools to identify and think analytically about how states pursue economic statecraft targeting the health of an economy, both within historical and contemporary contexts.

PREREQUISITES
Students should have an introductory understanding of macroeconomics, international history since WWII, and international trade politics.

EXPECTATIONS AND GOALS
By the end of this course, students should be able to do the following...

- Understand the theoretical foundations of bolstering and corroding logics of economic statecraft
- Identify and recognize the aforementioned logics in historical and contemporary contexts
- Think analytically about the causal logics of economic statecraft in the context of US foreign policy and current strategic competition

READINGS

MODULE: TARGETING THE ECONOMIC HEALTH

WEEK 1: BOLSTERING LOGICS OF ECONOMIC STATECRAFT [175 PAGES]
States can use economic statecraft to bolster or strengthen the economy of a target state. Such policies use economic activities, such as trade and investment, to provide commercial benefits to a targeted state. When done deliberately, such strategies are often aimed at supporting allies. However, these beneficial effects can also accrue to rivals when they enjoy the fruits of commercial engagement (even if such activity is largely the result of firms rather than a deliberate national strategy). During this week, students will examine episodes of economic statecraft which employ bolstering logics. After this week, students should be able to effectively analyze and craft economic statecraft policies which intend to strengthen another state’s economy.


**WEEK 2: CORROSIVE LOGICS OF ECONOMIC STATECRAFT [143 PAGES]**

States can also employ their economic resources and activities to corrode, or limit, the growth of a target state’s economy. During this week, students will examine a variety of cases in which states have sought to marshall their economic resources to corrode a target’s economy. After this week, students will be able to effectively craft and analyze policies which employ corrosive logics of economic statecraft.


